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Name:  ______________
TYPE YOUR NAME ABOVE

ECE eTCP Exam No. 2 (100pts.) – 25% of the final grade
General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you solve the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 60 minutes or the 
end of the exam time slot, whatever comes first, then the submission on Canvas will close. In that case, email this test to the instructor and accept a 2 
point late submission penalty for each additional hour started. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

EMAIL? ___ ⌈additional hours⌉: ___
Question 1 (10pts.)
Consider the differences among data processing at various stages of the network path from the source to the 
final destination.  Which network layers are processed in each case?  Remove the layers that are not 
processed.

Client computer: Physical Link Network Transport Application

Switch on a LAN: Physical Link Network Transport Application

Firewall Router: Physical Link Network Transport Application

Regular Router: Physical Link Network Transport Application

Server computer: Physical Link Network Transport Application

Question 2 (10pts.)
Consider the differences among hop-to-hop, source-to-destination delivery, and process-to-process delivery.
What kind of addressing is used in each case?  Remove the incorrect choices.

H-H: Address Name: MAC / IP / PORT Address Type: physical / logical

S-D: Address Name: MAC / IP / PORT Address Type: physical / logical

P-P: Address Name: MAC / IP / PORT Address Type: physical / logical

Question 3 (10pts.)
Explain briefly the concept of the sender side sliding window in the TCP protocol.  (I.e. what are the 
meanings of the two ends of the sliding window and the index/pointer that points to inside of it.)
Write a short essay answer here. Three or four sentences would do… 

Question 4 (10pts.)
Explain briefly the basic algorithm used to control the size of server side sliding window in the TCP 
protocol.  (I.e. exponential and linear growth, reduction, and the quantitative aspects of those.)
Write a short essay answer here. Four or five sentences would do… 
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Question 5 (10pts.)
In TCP/IP protocol please list each of the TCP segment flags that are essential for the use of the TCP protocol 
and explain why they are needed.  (Do not list flags that are not essential for TCP operation.)

Flag: ___ , Used for: ___________________

Flag: ___ , Used for: ___________________

Flag: ___ , Used for: ___________________

…more if needed… 

Question 6 (10pts.)
Explain the concept of MTU in the IP protocol.  Also, why it is important (especially in case of IPv6) for the 
sending node to know the MTU of the network path from the source to the final destination. 

Write a short essay answer here. Two or three sentences would do… 

Question 7 (10pts.)
Figure out the computer IP address, network ID, network mask, and other asked LAN parameters asked 
below.  Note: use decimal, hex, or binary notation, whichever is more convenient for you.

Consider IP 136.176.131.40 or 10001000:10110000:10000011:00101000 

And the network mask of:      11111111:________:11111000:________

The CIDR notation is:         136/176.131.40 / _____

The computer IP address is:   ________:________:________:________

The network ID is             ________:________:________:________

Local broadcast address is:   ________:________:________:________

Local loopback address is:    ________:________:________:________

The number of computers on this network is _____

Question 8 (10pts.)
Explain very briefly the difference between half duplex and full duplex communication.

Write a short essay answer here. One or at most two sentences would do… 

Question 9 (15pts.)
Complete the missing numerical data in the following diagram that depicts TCP connection data exchange. 
Assume that no datagram is discarded by the server.
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1) S:_____ , 2) A:_____ , 3) S:_____ , 4) S:_____ , 5) A:_____ , 6) S:_____ - _____, 7) A:_____ .

Question 10 (5pts.)
Last time you used your ESP8266 board you connected it to your local wireless network.  This time it did connect
automatically. You just logged in using serial console to verify that. How can you check what is its IP address this 
time?

import _______________

wifi = _______________._______________( _______________ )

wifi._______________ ()

End of the Exam
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